An extension of the Weyl-Wigner-Moyal formulation of quantum mechanics suitable for a Dirac quantized constrained system is proposed. In this formulation, quantum observables are described by equivalent classes of Weyl symbols. The Weyl product of these equivalent classes is defined. The new Moyal bracket is shown to be compatible with the Dirac bracket for constrained systems.
The Weyl-Wigner-Moyal (WWM) method [1]- [3] provides an alternative way of formulating quantum mechanics. In this formulation, quantum observables are described by real functions in phase space. For a modern introduction to the WWM approach see [4, 5] .
In [6] Muller introduced a new product rule for gauge invariant Weyl symbols and gave a generalizalion of the Moyal formula to the case of non-vanishing electromagnetic fields. A WWM formulation for systems with first-class quantum constraints was given in [7] . In Antonsen's formulation, second-class constraints are turned into first-class quantum constraints by introducing negative powers of Planck's constant in the expansions of some Weyl symbols.
Our objective in this paper is to present a WWM formulation of a Dirac quantized constrained system. We assume that our system may have first-and second-class constraints. We also assume that gauge conditions have been chosen, and we treat them as ordinary constraints in phase space. A classification of second-class constraints within the total hamiltonian approach can be found in [8, 9] We consider a physical system described by the canonical hamiltonian H c (z) and the constraints (including the gauge conditions) Φ µ (z) (µ = 1, 2, ..., 2m). The phase space of the system is assumed to be the symplectic euclidean vector space ℜ 2n . Denote by z ≡ (q 1 , p 1 , q 2 , p 2 , ..., q n , p n ) the points belonging to ℜ 2n . The constraints Φ µ (z) = 0 (µ = 1, 2, ..., 2m) (m < n) define a subspace of ℜ 2n called [10] the reduced phase space M.
We assume the constraints satisfy the following conditions:
The label M above the equality indicates that this equality holds in the subspace M.
Condition (1) guarantees that the dimension of the reduced phase space M is 2n − 2m.
Condition (2) tells us that Φ µ (µ = 1, 2, ..., 2m) form a set of second-class constraints [11] .
The bracket in (2) is a Poisson bracket in ℜ 2n . The Poisson bracket between any two differentiable functions f and g in ℜ 2n can be written as [4] :
where,
is the symplectic matrix in ℜ 2n [4] .
For systems with second-class constraints, it is useful to introduce the Dirac bracket [11] .
The Dirac bracket between two differentiable functions f and g on ℜ 2n is a function defined as follows [11] :
A discussion of the properties and applications of Dirac brackets can be found in [11] .
Dirac brackets satisfy the Jacobi identity [11] :
It is convenient to rewrite the Dirac bracket (5) in the form:
The matrix J D is a degenerate matrix of rank 2n − 2m. Notice that the 2m vectors
Under canonical transformations in ℜ 2n , the rank of the matrix J D remains invariant.
The evolution of the physical system is described by the hamiltonian:
The Dirac-Hamilton equations can be written as:
The Lagrange multipliers λ µ can be expressed as functions of the canonical variables in the form [11] :
Therefore, the Dirac-Hamilton equations (12, 13) can be written in terms of Dirac brackets as follows [11] :ż
The Dirac quantization for systems with second-class constraints consists in substituting the canonical variables z by quantum operatorsẑ that satisfy the quantum constraints:
and have the commutation rules:
The quantum evolution of the system, in the Heisenberg picture, is described by the quantum hamiltonianĤ c :
The Dirac quantization prescription is applicable to many systems of interest in Physics [10] .
Our purpose is to develop a WWM formulation of a Dirac quantized constrained system.
For simplicity, let us assume that the constraints are linear functions of z:
where, α µi are constants such that (1,2) are satisfied. This is a very strong assumption which is equivalent to assuming that the reduced phase space M is flat:
The first step towards a WWM formulation in ℜ 2n is to define physical observables as Weyl symbols. Weyls symbols are real functions on ℜ 2n . Let us say that two Weyl symbols A 1 and A 2 belong to the same equivalent class A if and only if:
In our formalism, a quantum physical observableÂ will be described by a whole equivalent class of Weyl symbols A. In other words, in this formulation, the values taken by a Weyl symbol outside the reduced phase space M are of no physical significance.
We need to establish a connection between operators and equivalent classes of Weyl symbols that describe one and the same physical observable. We propose the following
where the measure,
C is the matrix defined in (6). δ is the Dirac delta function.
The operatorsẑ i satisfy the commutation rules:
We say that the Weyl symbol A(ζ) and the operatorÂ in (22) describe the same quantum observable. Notice that from (22,23) it follows that all Weyl symbols belonging to one equivalent class A correspond to the same quantum observableÂ.
Notice also that:
From (25), it immediately follows that:
Let us define the Weyl product of two equivalent classes A and B. This product is also an equivalent class of symbols. Let A and B be two Weyl symbols. The Weyl symbol A * B will be given by the formula:
It is not difficult to prove that:
Our definition of the Weyl multiplication of symbols is independent of what particular representatives are used. Therefore, (27) provides us with a definition of the Weyl product of two equivalent classes of Weyl symbols.
From (27), assuming that the Weyl symbols are smooth functions in ℜ 2n , we can derive a generalized Groenewold's formula for the Weyl product in the form:
In particular, it is not difficult to see that:
The Moyal bracket [4] between two Weyl symbols is defined as follows:
From (27) and (31) we obtain:
If we assume that the Weyl symbols are smooth functions in ℜ 2n , then, using the generalized Groenewold formula (29) we can express the Moyal bracket between two symbols as follows:
It is not difficult to prove that the new Moyal brackets satisfy the Jacobi identity.
If we assume that the Weyl symbols A and B are semiclassically admissible [4] , in other words, if we assume that A and B can be written as [4] :
then, the new Moyal bracket (33) gives:
To zeroth order in Planck's constant, the new Moyal bracket is equal to the Dirac bracket.
It is not difficult to see that:
The quantum evolution of the system is described by the equations:
where H is a Weyl symbol corresponding to the quantum operatorĤ c in (19).
Notice that, under the strong assumption of linearity of the constraints, it is straightforward to give a Weyl-Wigner-Moyal formulation directly on the reduced phase space M. It is not difficult to prove that our definitions (22), (27) and the generalized Groenewold formula (29) are consistent with such a WWM formulation on the reduced phase space.
The problem of quantization on non-trivial reduced phase spaces has been studied by several authors (see for example [12, 13] ).
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